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18.1 - Modular Conveyor Systems
The modular system developed by Faba for its
conveyor belts is based on two fundamental
pillars:

Simplicity and functionality
Simplicity designed to speed up and facilitate the
assembly, the handling and also to reduce the
necessity of maintenance.
Functionality based on each and every one of the
components that can be subsequently installed,
not only just in the moment of purchasing but
also afterwards.
Since sections in various lengths are available,
you will never be left short. At any time,
additional components can be installed. For
example service catwalks, a drive head platform,
top covers and load channeling in any desired
length and other many optional accessories are
available.

along all or part of the total length. An adjustable
discharge hopper with four positions, an emergency
stop cable, belt cleaning scrapers, support post are a
few to mention.
All without having to replace the conveyor belt and
with no welding required. Just the simplicity and the
functionality of a bolt and a nut.

Main Conveyor Units
It is composed by the driving unit at head and the
tensioning unit at tail. The length between pulleys is
3 meters and defines the shortest conveyor length
possible when assembled.
The main units are manufactured in the same heights
as the framework of the middle sections; these
are 500 and 600 mm, and for the same belt widths:
500, 650, 800, 1000 and 1200 mm.

The drive head can be replaced by one with a
higher or lower horse power, and with guards

TENSIONING UNIT

MIDDLE SECTION(S)

From 22 kW onwards double motorization will be installed in the driving unit
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0,33 mtr

Modular Belt Conveyor System
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Maintenance Platforms and Walkways

Trippers and Stackers for Large Stockpiles
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Modulair parts from stock

All Bolted Together, Pre-Engineered
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PROJECT at Qatar Metro
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CONVEYOR ENQUIRY SHEET

COMPANY ___________________________________________________DATE________________________________________
PROJECT ____________________________________________________REVISION___________________________________
CONVEYOR ID/NUMBER ___________________________________
CONVEYOR BELT DATA
Belt Conveyor length

Transport capacity (Tn/h.)

Inclination Angle

Material

Conveyor Width

Density

Belt type

Granulometry

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

Quantity

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

Impact bars at loading chute

Watertight joint top covers - skirt plates

Extra frame with smooth rollers

Watertight joint top covers - discharge chute

Extra frame with impact rollers

Belt alignment detector

Self-centering upper rollers frame

Drum rotation monitor

Self-centering return rollers frame

Additional stop pull-wire on the other side

Frontal tungsten pre-scraper

Straight supports set

Secondary tungsten scraper

V supports set (for stockpile conveyors)

Discharge chute 0 -100 mm. opened

Supports set with skids

Discharge chute 100 -250 mm. opened

Motorized radial undercarriage (stackers)

Discharge chute 0 -100 mm. Water/dust tight

Discharge tripper

Quantity

Discharge chute 100-250 mm. Water/dust tight
Guiding Duct attached to discharge chute

GUARDS

Meters of Walkways ONE SIDE 600 mm wide

Meters of side mesh guards

Meters of Walkways TWO SIDES 600 mm wide

Meters of mesh guards for just the framework

Meters of Walkways ONE SIDE 800 mm wide

Meters of underside guards

Meters of Walkways TWO SIDES 800 mm wide

Return roller protection baskets (num. of units)

Maintenance platform around the head

OTHER COMPONENTS

Access stairs to walkways
M. of skirt plates with mesh guards both sides
Meters of skirt plates flat top covers
Meters of curved covers
OTHER COMPONENTS :
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